=oc=doc=ale100==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache – Episode =#5=20
Week # 2
Mission: "Into the Lion's Den"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==The USS Apache has begun her patrol along the Federation-Cardassian =border. Their first encounter, while on patrol was a with the Bolian =freighter, the=20Trasce. The freighter ran into a mine leftover from the war, damaging =its engines and preventing its ability to go to warp.
==20
=Host Jafo says:
=The Apache had reached the freighter just before the =Cardassian Galor-Class Warship, Reklar. On the side of caution, the Apache protected the freighter and towed it deeper into Federation =space. The Cardassian vessel had shown no signs of aggression and =eventually moved on.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=The repairs to the freighter were made, and both ships =returned to their original courses. So far, no further contact with the =Reklar has been made.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 2 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::at helm control monitoring navigational scanners for mines =or other hazards::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::at tactical running scans for ships and dangerous foreign =matter::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=#:: Enters transporter room on the USS Greenland:: self: Here =we go.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::in Stellar Cartography, resuming mapping::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: on the bridge monitoring communications and such ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::At Science one running sensor sweeps::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::Walks around the bridge remaining patient::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=@ :: At helm on the runabout, USS Vancouver, about to =rendezvous with the Apache ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The USS Greenland pulls alongside the USS Apache =and sends it compliments.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::heads out from her quarters to do her rounds::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Sir, we have a new Ensign coming aboard for the =Greenland. Permission to meet her in TR1.
=20
=CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::is sitting at a table in Fort Apache finishing her =breakfast::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: runs onto the bridge looking for the Captain :: CO: =Captain? :: runs back into the TL noticing she is not there :: *Computer* Locate Captain Tyler-Turnbull and redirect to that section.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to the shuttle bay::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::walks out of her office and enters turbolift:: TL: Fort =Apache. ::exits turbolift at lounge and enters, seeing the captain::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::matches Greenland's course and speed::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=#COM: Apache: Apache, this is Greenland.  We are ready to =transport one passenger.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=@ COM: Apache: This is Lt. Jerni Quest on the USS Vancouver, =permission to dock.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Granted
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Captain, you wished to meet with me?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Thank you sir. :: Leaves for TR1::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: heads off of the TL and into Fort Apache seeing the =Captain and the CNS at a table :: CO/CNS: Doctor, Captain! May I have a =word?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=# Transporter room chief: ready when you are ::smiles::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters TL:: Computer: TR1.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Greenland has 1 for transport
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::exits TL at TR1 and enters Transporter room
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::waits for the CMO ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::waits for the new Ensign::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods and motions the counselor to sit down:: CNS: Yes, =counselor, please sit down.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks up and the CEO:: CEO: Chief, is there a problem?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::raises hand in Vulcan greeting:: Welcome Aboard, Ensign =MacKenzie.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Have them transport as soon as possible
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=COM: Greenland transport as soon as you are ready :: =transfers Com to TR chief ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: materializes in Transporter room 1 of the Apache :: self: =And here we are
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=@COM: Apache: Apache, this is the Vancouver requesting =permission to return.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::sits at the table across from the captain::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The USS Greenland moves off from the Apache ....
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO: There very well might be, Permission to speak freely :: =stands at attention hands behind his back ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::checks in at a corridor console and heads to the bridge::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: :: sees a Lt :: Pleased to be aboard Sir
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Please, tell us the problem.  And sit down before we =strain our necks looking up.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::watches the interaction between the captain and Toros::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::chuckles::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: I am Lt. S'Toran Turnbull, Ship's 2nd officer. If you =will follow me, I'll show you to your quarters and help you stow your =gear. ::smiles::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=SO: Sensor status?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=OPS: I do believe the CMO is paging us, no?  ::smiles::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: smiles nervously then loses his smile sitting down :: =CO/CNS: As I was working on the communications array, I came across the most recent sub-space transmissions we =received, and sent.  Two of which are directed to my present company :: =nods to the CNS and to the CO ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::moves to his seat but remains standing::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: It's an honor to meet you Sir. Lead the way ::smiles, =hoping the Lt doesn't see how nervous she is ::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=COM: CMO: Permission granted, Welcome back. :: sends needed =commands to computer for docking procedure ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=@COM: OPS: Gracias... nice to see you too, sir.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::glances at the counselor:: CEO: I haven't check incoming =messages this morning, I plan on doing that when I reach my ready room.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sensor sweeps are negative and are operating at full =capacity
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: No need for nerves, Ensign. Think of us as your extended =family. This way. ::enters TL with CIV::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=@ :: begins docking procedures ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Very good.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: Do you know what he's referring to?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CTO: Weapons and shield status?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: follows Lt. Turnbull to the TL :: FCO: Thank you Sir.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO/CNS: Well, one is from Star Fleet Medical...=20
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::looks surprised:: CEO: I haven't checked my messages =either, chief.  CO: No captain, I don't.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: lands the USS Vancouver smoothly in the shuttle bay a few =minutes later ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO/CNS: And I am afraid that it may just be an order to =relieve me from duty.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: That's not uncommon for SF Medical to send either of =us messages.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: Sir, have you served aboard the Apache for long?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO: I think it is, especially when we are on a deep-space =mission?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CEO: No not uncommon at all.  But why do you say it might be =an order to relieve you from duty?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Computer: Deck 6. CIV: Tell me about your thesis research, =Ensign. I'm fascinated by diplomacy. did you know my father is a =diplomat?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: opens the hatch and steps out, dragging her suitcase =behind her ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::watches the runabout land::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Why would think they wish you to be relieved of duty?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: bumps her head as she is getting out :: self: Ouch!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks out to greet the Lt.::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO: Sorry, sir, the CTO is gone, but weapons and shields are =at optimum operating status
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO/CNS: It's just a hunch, because, my letters to Adrienne =have went unanswered, and they have actually been returned as well.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: Welcome back Jerni.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::Steps out of TL with Ensign:: CIV: I was on the Apache when =it engaged the Breen in the Laurential System at it's re-launch after =refit.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::enters the bridge and goes to her station to run a few =diagnostics before going to the forward lounge::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::looks concerned at CEO::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: Actually Sir I didn't know your father was a diplomat.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=TO: Good, any signs of unexploded mines in the area?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at CTO :: CTO: Thank you... :: smiles and rubs her =head ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: exits TL, continues to follow the Lt ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: Smooth landing.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Is everything running smoothly in Stellar Cartography
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A faint Com comes in from one of the Cardassian =planetoids deep in the DMZ.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: ::laughs pleasantly:: that's no shock. I think it's =Starfleet's best-kept secret.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::chuckles::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks down at the table and then continues :: CO/CNS: I =plead with you, do not listen to them, I am fit for duty, both mentally =and physically.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO: Not yet, sir, but I'm still scanning
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::nods to the TO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: Practice makes perfect... :: picks up her suitcase :: If =you'll excuse me Lt.  :: grins :: I must report back to duty.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Correct me if I'm mistaken, but isn't Adrienne listed =as deceased in your file?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sir I, receiving a faint signal
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: adjusts the black band she wore around her arm ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: No problem. I also need to get back.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Explain
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: My thesis actually deals with how Starfleet crews deal =with our new alliance with the Cardassians.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to the TL::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: Till another time then.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: There is a faint signal coming from a planetoid deep in =the DMZ.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO: Adrienne? yes, it's a clerical error she's been meaning =to correct.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: exits the shuttle area and heads for her quarters ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CTO: Till then.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::stops in front of a single-unit officer's quarters:: CIV: =Here we are. ::places bags on the floor:: See OPS for Computer code =access after you settle in. Do you have any questions, Ensign? About the Apache, or in general?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Can you get a clear signal and determine what it is?
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: picks up faint signal and tries to locate the source ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: I'm glad you know your way around Sir ::smiles:: I hope =it doesn't take me to long to familiarize myself with the ship.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks nervous from CO to CNS and back ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: trying to triangulate and clear it up sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::exits TL and walks onto the bridge::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::finishes her tasks and heads for the lounge::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::looks dubious:: CEO: I'm sorry Chief, can you prove your =wife is alive?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: Thank you, Sir.  Just where should I report after I =unpack?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: I doubt it will, Ensign. If there is nothing else, I am =needed on the bridge. You may contact me there if you require anything.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: Tact is your, sir.  ::moves to subordinate tact::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: A clerical error?  We'll do some checking for you.   I =have friends at SFC, we'll do what we can.  ::studies the CEO's =actions::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: arrives at quarters through the TL and corridors ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::nods at the TO::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: stands up :: CNS: Are you suggesting that my wife is dead? =:: shudders and has a faint spell dropping his right hand to the table =and his left to his head ::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=CSO: You get that what you think?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: Actually Belay that. Just report to the bridge. We can =make all the introductions at once that way.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: It appears to be emanating from a planetoid  surrounded =by an asteroid belt
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::brings the Captain and CNS a drink::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: Thank you, Sir
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: shoves everything into her drawers and then taps her =combadge :: *FCO*: Sir, this is CMO, Lt. Jerni Quest-MacPherson =reporting for duty.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::checks on the status of all tactical systems::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO/OPS: Either of you get a chance to determine what the =signal is, or if it's a message of some sort?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: Jax: Thank you.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CMO*: Acknowledged Doctor. Good to have you back. Contact me =on the bridge if you require anything later, Doctor.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: It was a small scientific colony once but its not =maintained
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Com is a automated distress call ... several years =outdated and using a encryption that was broken at the beginning of the =Dominion War.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: straightens himself up and shakes it off :: CNS/CO: Thank =you for your time, Captain, Doctor, I really must be going.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::stands up to try to calm the CEO:: CEO: Easy, Chief, No, =I'm not suggesting anything.  Like the captain said, we can check on it. =::notices drink:: Thank you Jax
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*FCO*: Yes sir.. It's nice to be back.  Quest Out.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::moves to check Toros, when she sees him fall:: CEO: are =you ok?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::enters the lounge and sees the CO and the CNS...nods in =greeting::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: There is no rush. Just get yourself settled in and see =me on the bridge after, Ensign.
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::glances at the CEO wondering if he should get the =Lieutenant a VERY stiff drink::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods repetitively :: CO/CNS: Yes, thank you, I am fine.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Get some rest, I think you've earned it.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CO: My shift starts in 10 minutes, sir.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Hard to make out old encryption it is dated very old as =well sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=XO: we appear to be receiving another distress signal.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: Aye Sir, Thanks again for greeting me.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CEO: I agree, would you like me to accompany you to your =quarters?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: begins to head out her quarter, but pauses at the doorway =to look back into her room ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: smiles and then exits ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Take the day off, get some rest.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CIV: Always a pleasure. ::smiles, nods, and heads for the =TL::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=TL: Deck 9, Sickbay.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::concentrates scans on the area of the signal::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks concerned now and takes a step back :: CNS/CO: I am =fine, It's nothing, I'll pass by sickbay on my way to Engineering.=20
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO/OPS/CSO/CTO: I think I broke the code, sirs
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: picks up her bag and looks around her new quarters:: self: =Very nice
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: looks at the TO ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TO: good work Ensign.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::exits TL onto the bridge and resumes control of Flight::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::checks the Com signal::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=TO: put it on audio
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: enters into sickbay and looks around ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::runs a few algorithms::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Anything I need to know, Commander?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::looks at the captain, then back at Toros:: CEO: Chief, If =you need rest, I insist that you take it.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::transfer message to audio::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Starts to unpack her belongings, finding a small parcel =she didn't recall packing:: self: Now what's this?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Good, then return to your quarters or the holodeck, =Engineering is off limits to you today.  That's an order.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Not as of yet, S'Toran
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: nods to acknowledge the others who are welcoming her back =::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20@COM: Cardassia Prime: This is the Science Station Brekate, we are =experiencing difficulties and require immediate assistance.  This is the =Science Station Brekate, we are experiencing difficulties and require immediate assistance.  This is the Science Station =Brekate, we are experiencing difficulties and require immediate =assistance...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::heads to the bar and gets a small synthehol drink before =heading down to engineering::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CNS: I insist, I'm fine Janet, Thank You for your concern. :: =drops his eyes to the table then looks directly at the CO :: CO: Yes =ma'am.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=all: Sirs, it just keeps repeating from now on...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Thank you sir. helm is... ::checks headings quickly:: =...steady as she goes.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Concentrates scan in the area of the Science colony::
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::mutters:: CO: Captain, if you would like I can put Mister =Asadourian to sleep .... very deeply.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::searches the tactical database for the location of Science =station Brekate::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=TO/OPS/CSO: How old is that signal?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Good.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks for Ens. Powers but doesn't see him ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CEO: That settles that, okay, Chief?  Why don't you let me =accompany you to your quarters?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: frowns and wonders: Where is he now? ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: On the parcel there is a note, reads it :: Self: Cal, just =a few of my holodeck golf courses for you to practice on. Enjoy the =Apache. Until we meet again John.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO: Pre to early Dominion war, sir
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::ties into readouts of SCI and TAC to watch the Data::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: pulls a foot away from Jax :: Jax: I'll do fine, thanks =Jax. :: looks back to the CNS :: CNS: What about Sickbay?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles:: Jax: I don't think Mr. Asadourian needs that =much rest, but thank you Jax.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::makes a few notes on her PADD as she slugs back her drink =and leaves Fort Apache::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=TO: Then if that is so, the signal may be too old to =investigate.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO: True, sir, should we contact the Cardassians and ask them =to investigate?
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::nods at the Captain and turns back to his duties washing =some glasses::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::listens to the discussion around him::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CEO: Okay, sickbay it is.  Dr. Quest should be back from her =trip by now.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sir there is no way for Cardassia Prime to receive the =signal
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::reads the info that came up::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: goes into her office for some solitude but gags at the =site of PADD’s that had piled on the desk for the past week and a =half ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: CO/CNS: Thank You Captain, Doctor.  You've been a =big help.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::nods to the TO and CSO::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=XO: Sir the location of the station. It’s deep in the =Cardassian DMZ.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::heads for nearest turbolift:: TL: Engineering
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CEO: Anytime chief!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CEO: Rest easy Chief, we need you to take care of yourself.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=#COM: Apache: Apache, this is Captain Harriman of the =Greenland.  We are=20receiving a message from deep within Cardassian Space.  We can't seem to =decrypt it, are you receiving as well?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at S'Toran::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Send a COM to Cardassia and notify them of the location =of the distress signal. If they request aid, we will assist.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: Quickly glance over them :: self: Mmm.. a new recruit... =how intriguing... :: smiles :: I need to update her medical file though.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Sir judging from the system and being the Communication =expert I am I have to agree with science that signal would have never =reached home.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods walking towards the exit doors of Fort Apache ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: The composition of the asteroids makes it impossible for =outgoing transmissions to be received over long distance
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::looks apologetically at CTO:: CTO: ::whispers:: Sorry, Max.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at another PADD ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at FCO:: FCO: ::whispers:: No harm done.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::leans back and sips the ginger tea that Jax brought to =the table:: CNS: that was interesting.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=COM: Greenland: Indeed we have and decrypted it as well. It =is very old, deep in the Cardassian system
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Even ours, or just the scientific outpost?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Only a few pictures to put out. Looks around her quarters, =smiles I really could use a decorator ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=self: Department reports... request for shoreleave... ha.. =yeah right... Oh.. here's a good suggestion .... And what's this?  A =letter from Star Fleet Medical?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::Takes a deep breath:: CO: Yes it was.  and I think I should =alert the dr. to be on the look out for him.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: just the outpost
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=#COM: Apache: Are you able to respond?  We are currently =involved elsewhere.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: enters a TL :: TL: Sickbay.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::takes a breath and lets it out slowly:: CNS: Good idea.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::nods to CSO::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=*CMO* Naegle to Quest
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: reads the PADD as she answers Janet :: *CNS*: Jerni here.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Com from Greenland about that signal. They wanted to know = what it is too, and want to know if we are going to respond.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: exits the TL and strolls down the corridors ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=*CMO*  Dr.  CEO Asadourian is on his way down to your office. = I just want to make sure he gets there okay, so I'm contacting you.  =He's coming from Fort Apache.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: Looks concern at what the SF Medical is saying about Lt. =Toros Asadourian ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Apache receives a response from Cardassia Prime =advising them that the Science Station at Brekate has been abandoned for =several years and holds no interest for anyone.  They will send a scout vessel =out that way in a month or so on its normal rounds.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CNS*: Acknowledged.  And thank you.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::stretches putting her hand behind her back... thinks this =is going to be a long few months::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Tell them what the signal is and that we are awaiting a =reply from Cardassia before proceeding
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::lays in a course toward the signal and stores it in case =the Cardassians request aid....and hears the message and deletes it.::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=*CMO*  Sure thing Doc.  And welcome back!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: enters Sickbay :: Anyone: Doc? Anybody home?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CNS*: Thank you.. But I'm not sure everyone agrees...  Quest =Out.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sir we could launch a probe so that we get a better =picture of the situation. And to confirm that it is abandoned.
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::raises an eyebrow at the Captain and her unusual posture::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Now then, how are you doing, sir?
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Cardassia replied sir they say it has been abandoned sir =and will send out a scout vessel.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Wouldn't the asteroid's properties block the probe's =signals as well?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees CEO, puts down PADD and walks over to him to greet =him :: CEO: Hello, Lt.  Welcome.  :: offers to shake his hand ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::enters main engineering and begins her routine =check...wondering why the CEO isn't present::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: No sir, I don’t believe it would
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Very well. Inform the Greenland of the same.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles:: CNS: After that, a little better.  But I'm still =having the dreams I was telling you about the other day. =20
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: shakes her hand :: CMO: Heya Jerni, How are you? :: hops =up on the big bio bed with all the bright lights segregated from the =others ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::sips coffee which Jax had brought::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: if we keep it near the colony and not penetrate the =asteroid belt
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Tell me about them.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CEO: I have been better... :: pauses :: May I um.. help you?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Apache begins to vibrate ....
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::sets course to continue border patrol but keep the signal =in range::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=COM: Greenland: Cardassia replied they say it has been =abandoned and will send out a scout vessel.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::loses her smile:: CNS: They are becoming more frequent.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Prepare a probe, but don't launch yet.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::looks around confused::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: feels the ground shudder beneath her :: CEO: What was =that?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: heads out of quarters, towards TL, notices a vibration ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: feels the ship vibrate :: CMO: It'll have to wait, I was =to report to be checked out. :: runs out of sickbay into a TL :: TL: =Bridge.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The vibrating becomes more severe.  In Fort Apache =someone's cup of tea falls to the floor.  The Computer automatically =puts the ship on Red Alert.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::Activates emergency escape course directly away from DMZ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::feels vibration:: CO: What on earth?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Aye ::wonders what that was:: *SO* prepare a probe for a =long distance scan.
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::looks about and holds onto the bar to keep himself steady =as glasses crash to the floor around him::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::begins scanning for vessels and debris in area::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::sees red alert and goes to the console to check the =situation::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO/CTO: What is the cause of that vibration?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: a gust of wind passes through sickbay as CEO runs out of =there ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::looks to NavScan:: ALL: What the...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Aye, sir.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: feels the ship shaking a bit and looks at the XO ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: runs onto the bridge :: *ME* Engineering, source of all =this problem! :: heads to his console tapping up the IDF to compensate =::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels the vibrations coming from all around her:: *XO* =Status Report Commander?  What's happening?  ::rises quickly to her =feet, holding onto the table for support::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The scans reveal a massive level 10 shockwave =coming towards Apache.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Red Alert , not a good time to go to the bridge ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at the door :: Self: Um.. Ok... :: waves :: I'll see =you later...
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Ask the Greenland if they are feeling the vibrations as =well.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO: Level 10 shock wave headed right for us, sir!!!!
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::stands up and tries to steady herself::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Communications are garbled ... interference from =the shockwave.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: CONFIRMED
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=XO: Sir, suggest we flee!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::prepares the probe for launch and modifies its sensors for =long-range scans::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=*CO* There is a shock wave headed our way.....brace yourself
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Captain?  what's going on?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: I don't know, but I want to find out. =20
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Probe ready and standing by, sir.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::sees the scans for the level 10 shock wave and strengthens =the shields::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Move us in a safe direction
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Communications failure to much interference
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Acknowledged ensign, stand by.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CTO: Shields to maximum
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=FCO: Sir, where would you like me to report :: wonders where =she can best be of help at this time::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: I'm attempting to ... DAMN! *All Hands*:  BRACE FOR =IMPACT! ::turns to ride the wave::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The shockwave overtakes the Apache like a tugboat =in a boy's bathtub tossing it about roughly.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: Brace yourself.  *XO* Try to warn the rest of the =ship.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::braces for impact::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: taps at his consoles sitting in his seat for support ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Grasps the console::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::flies across the bridge and hits the wall::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: hears the FCO COM just as she loses balance ::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: tries to hold his place as things get tossed about ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::lurches over his console::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Warning klaxons sound throughout the ship and =everyone on the bridge is thrown off their feet.   Gravity fails =briefly.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::grabs the nearest bulkhead and hangs on::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=self: A little late...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Hits the floor::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Yes, ma'am. ::loses balance and hits head on table::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::falls to the ground:: all: umph
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: loses his footing ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::falls to the floor::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels the gravity diminishing, holds onto the table to =keep from being tossed about::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::picks himself up slowly:: *CEO* Damage report
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: holds on to the bottom of his chair as he loses his grip =drifting off quickly away ::::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Apache pops out the other side of the wave ... =riding out the worst of it ... and settles back into space as everyone =aboard picks themselves up.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::stays at the helm, held in by the auto-restraints::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Thrown  against the corridor wall, slumps to floor :: Ouch
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=:: stands and gets back to consol::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::hangs on for dear life and feels her stomach churn at the =weightlessness::
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::feels better than he has in years as the gravity briefly =goes too normal for him::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: remains on the floor ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::wipes blood from nose he cracked on the navigation =console::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::picks himself up and returns to console::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::shakes his head and walks back to his seat::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: runs system wide power scans ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: falls to the ground and hurts himself crawling back to his =console he taps up a damage report :: XO: One moment sir.. :: groans ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::holds head:: ALL: Oh boy!  That was not fun.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::rubs his forehead as he slowly stands up:: Self: Oooow...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Scans the area::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::runs locational triangulations::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: then get up :: Karl: Casualty report!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: No response from Doctor Karl.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=:: scans shields and weapon systems for damage::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: holds right wrist in pain :: self: I guess I report to =sickbay first.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at the computer ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Captain, are you all right? ::gets up off the floor::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Communications status with the Greenland?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::slowly regains her equilibrium and stands:: CNS: That =wasn't good.  ::feels herself go pale::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Attempting to triangulate position now.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: Well, sir, the ship is one piece, so to speak.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: shall I try to make contact with the Greenland sir?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Yes, immediately
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::lends a hand to all the engineering staff as the bustle =about making repairs::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::make sure the probe and his console is working fine::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::grabs Captain:: CO: Captain, you need to go to sickbay, =now, ma'am.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees Karl conked out on the floor of sickbay and goes over to him :: =T'Eah: Get this man stabilized.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: SIR?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Report when you have something
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: taps console :: COM: GREENLAND: Come in this is the Apache, are you =alright?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Yes?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=*Main Engineering*: All engineering staff report to repair =crew shifts.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: I think so.   ::sits back down feeling queasy:: no, I =just need a moment to compose myself.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::attempting to determine how far off course the shock wave =knocked Apache::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: I’ve scanned for the colony...its not there?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Understood.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO* How bad are the damage reports?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: Sir, the ship is all right, Can't say so much for her =crew, but we're running at acceptable levels.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: gets up and heads to TL:: TL: Sickbay
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: dispatch personnel :: ALL: Ok.. you know what to do.. now do it.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: I'm going to call the doctor to come look at you, =captain.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=:: looks at the XO and shakes his head :: XO: No luck =commander. ::frowns::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Send a COM to Cardassia and explain what just happened.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=*CO*: The ship is fine, sir. No damages reported.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Probe is still standing by, sir.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=*CMO* Naegle to Quest, could you come down to Fort Apache =please?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO* Excellent, thank you commander.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: works on his console sending out repair crews left and =right ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: grabs a medkit and begins to leave ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sorry sir it was interference from the wave
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Sir our Com wont work the wave made a mess of our =outbound signals sir.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Is the COM System down? ::looks over to CEO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: stops at her track :: *CNS*: I'll be right there...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=T'Eah: Take care of the walk-ins.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: Please, counselor, it's already easing.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Sir, we basically held position. Helm is answering =smartly, and we are at station keeping.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: rushes to the TL :: TL: Fort Apache.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: I am able to confirm the location of the Science Station =and Colony at Brekate, but I can not confirm the existence of Brekate.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::sees a series of shorted out console panels and sets to =work immediately::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: checks on the Com systems with his console ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: I'm sorry, sir, counselor's prerogative.  The doctor is =going to examine you.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: exits TL, deck 9 walks towards sickbay ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Very Well
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Hold position
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::attempting to track direction of origin of shockwave::
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::gets out a broom and looks at all the broken glasses::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: Sir, Ship's systems are fine, perhaps we're having =interference with what we just experienced.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles:: CNS: I shouldn't have eaten so much breakfast. =20
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=*CMO* Acknowledged Doctor.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: arrives at Fort Apache :: CNS/CO: Hey hey hey!  :: spring =to her step :: That was quite a ride.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: What can sensors pick up from the Greenland?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: goes over to the CO :: CO: Captain, looking a little green =there, eh?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Apache comes to relative stop.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Scans for the Greenland::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::enters sickbay and notices there are many crewman worse of =than her::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: I'm glad you enjoyed it, Dr.  But our captain and I =didn't.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: Yes, a little wild.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=OPS: I need some more power to engineering, so I may re-route =it to Inertial Dampeners.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: glances over to Janet :: CNS: You look like you had a =nasty bump on the head too.... Have a seat.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sir yes I have her on sensors
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO: Where did the shockwave originate?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CEO/CTO See if we can remodulate shields to compensate for =what interference that wave caused......check it out completely.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: I'm fine, when my face paled, our fine counselor here =became a little worried.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::takes a seat:: CMO: Thanks, Dr.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: And damages externally to the Greenland?
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: I wonder if we could get COM back if we used the =deflector array to increase our output gain. Won’t help with =incoming though... :: looks at the CEO then back at the XO ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO/XO: it originated form the colony sir
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A Com comes in from Cardassia Prime.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::glances at the XO::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO/CO: Captain I have good reason to be worried, right, Dr?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: I don't think that our shields will be enough sir, the =interference is not a localized phenomena.=20
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: It's in the same situation that we are in
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CO: As she should, sir.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: cancel that COM coming in from Cardassia Prime sir...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah> :: Greets CIV ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::lays in a rescue course and stores is if necessary...first =for the colony then for the Greenland::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO/CO: Especially in her fragile condition.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Nurse: Need some assistance ?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS/CMO: I'm not going to break just because I'm pregnant.  =It may not take as much to make me sick, but I'll be fine.=20
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::nods to all:: All: Lets work on getting our COM working =again. See if we can cut through this interference
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: scans the CO :: CO: I think you're alright.... :: looks up =at her :: How do you feel?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah>: Civ: Always... :: nods in her Vulcan way ::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::tries to help clear up message using his subordinate tact::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: I feel much better now, I was a little queasy when =things first settled down after our bumpy ride.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: begins to check the CNS ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::runs diagnostics on the damaged consoles now that they are =up and running again::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: How is that bump?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CO: Yes ... that was nasty... :: nods :: But you are not =injured... that's good.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Helm is ready for orders, Sir. Waiting on your command.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=T'Eah: I'm Ensign Cal MacKenzie by the way.  I'll take these =patients over here :: Points to the 3 crewman in the corner ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=::A Com comes on screen with a high ranking Cardassian Gul =recognized from war reels:: COM: All Vessels: We have monitored an incident on Brekate.  Everything is under =control and we are dealing with it.  We do not require your assistance.  =Obey treaty stipulations and stay on your side of the demilitarized =zone. This communication ends, now.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: turns to CNS :: CO: It'll be Ok.  :: begins to work on the =CNS quickly and efficiently ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::wakes up:: Aloud: What hit me.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: No, I managed to miss the table that hit Janet.   CNS: =Are you alright?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah>: CIV: Hold it... I assume you have medical training?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::looks to the XO and awaits orders, eyebrow raised::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TO: status ensign?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: I'm okay, but I would like for you to rest, as I know the =doctor is going to tell me to do.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: sir permission to launch probe
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::smiles at CMO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at CNS :: CNS: And why would I do that, ma'am?  :: =smiles mischievously back ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Negative
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: I will, but I want to find out what happened first.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: maybe we best leave as they say sir ....
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks around the bridge a bit disoriented ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=T'Eah: My apologies, yes I am trained a physician although =that's not my current assignment. :: pickup a tricorder and walks over =to the crewman::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: Systems seem undamaged, shields good, weapons good; but, =I think I sprained something when I fell.  ::grins::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Resume previous course.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: I used to work for you, remember?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CTO: Take us off Red Alert
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::pulls off a panel under a nearby console and realigns the =phase emitters::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::raised eyebrow:: XO: Well. What do you make of that? Aye, =sir. Resuming previous course.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: Captain, I will accompany you.
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=ALL: What about the Greenland?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: works on his consoles as if nothing had happened and =continues to dispatch his repair crews::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah>: CIV: alright... you do realize that I'm in charge.  =:: looks over to her ::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=self: never seen the Cardassians do this much since we got =here...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TO: Lets get that looked at as soon as possible.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Seems like that scientific station wasn't abandoned =after all.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: the Cardassians are reporting widespread ship damage
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: Yes.. But um... I see no reason to ask for bed rest for =either of you.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::wipes some blood off his forehead::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=T'Eah: Yes of course. :: smiles:: How can I help?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: All suffering the same damage that we encountered
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: It's okay, sir, it was sore from my holodeck this =morning and that fall kind of caught me off guard
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: Good, Thank you Doctor.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels relieved that the Red Alert claxon is off:: CNS: Of =course counselor.  CMO: Thank you, Doctor.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS: Send a report to SFC of what just happened and inform =them that I will send a more detailed report later.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: holds onto his primary console and swooshes over to the =other console ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Indeed, sir. ::wipes blood from face:: commander, should =we be notifying SFC?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah> CIV: Go right a head with them over there... :: nods =at that direction ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=FCO: Yes, We will
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Aye Sir!!
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CO: Anytime.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: and you're welcome.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: feels a sharp pain run through him and holds his head with =his right hand as he cringes over ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Self: What I wouldn’t give to be on that colony
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Jax: Feel free to summon someone from maintenance if you =need help cleaning up.  And, thanks for everything this morning.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=T'Eah: On my way :: smiles Vulcan's you have to love there =bedside manner ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::smiles at CMO::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO: Indeed.
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=CO: Of course Captain ... thank you..
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to the med-kit on the bridge::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Run an intensive sensor sweep of the asteroid field and =determine if there are more scientific stations in the area.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::resumes sensor sweeps::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Jax: Yes thanks, Jax.  sorry I ignored you.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to the CMO:: CNS: Shall we?  ::exits the lounge and =walks to the nearest TL::=20
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah> :: glances over to MacKenzie ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::gets out something for his head injury::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Aye
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::follows CO::
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=::nods at the Counselor:: CNS: Not at all, Doctor.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::rubs his temple as he sits down::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CO/CNS: Cheerios!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CTO: Mister Lu, how did the Greenland fare in that wave?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: Bye Doc.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::enters the TL with Janet:: TL: Bridge.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Starts with a crewman who has a nasty gash over the right =temple :: Crewman1: You'll be fine, you must have a banger of a =headache. ::smiles::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Jax: Well.. guess I'm all done here.  :: looks around :: If =you don't need me for anything....
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Negative sirs there are no other colonies
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: falls out of his chair it sliding back and him on his =knees now holding his hands with both hands in pain cringing over ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Uh... ::looks at the TO: Ensign, could you answer that.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: So, where were we?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Very good. Be looking for more during our patrol.
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=Quest: Doctor, I am sure you have more important things to do =right now ... tend to the crew.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::repairs problem and does a final check::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Acknowledged.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::scans Greenland for damages:: FCO: Hold on, sir
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<T'Eah> :: stops the bleeding on Karl and stabilizes his =conditions ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Jax: Very well then... Until another day.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: packs up her medkit and leaves Fort Apache ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=<crewman> CIV: Yeh, a real dozy :: tries to smile::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::Rises from station and walks toward Max:: CTO: Do you =require assistance Max?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=FCO: Pretty much the same as us, sir, just a minor damages...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::sees that the engineering crew has everything under control =and proceeds to finish her rounds::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS: You were asking about the dreams, they are basically =replays of what happened on the shuttle.  They should pass in time.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: I think I’ll be fine.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: starts to shudder and breath deeply as his eyes shut in =pain ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=TO_Drathlai: Thank you, Ensign. =::breathes a sigh of relief::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::staggers::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sits down::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
==20COM: SFC: This is the U.S.S. Apache, we have encountered an incident =that is not to easily explained but the Cardassians claim to have things =under control. The Apache is continuing on course as previously ordered. =I am sending you a bit from our flight/mission recorder to explain a little more. More =detailed report will follow. Apache Out!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::catches Max:: CTO: Are you sure, Max?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::nearly steps on CEO:: CEO: You okay, sir?  Need some help =getting up?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: reaches for an auto suture:: crewman1: Here we go. :: =watches as the gash knits::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: since she's on Deck 6, she might as well covers the =casualties there ::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: Message sent to SFC with a brief update sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: I might have a concussion.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=*CMO* Medical assistance for the CTO is required.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: begins to have trouble breathing and shake violently ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CO: I hope so for your sake, Captain.  But if they hamper =your abilities in any way, Dr. Quest or I will ask you to step down =temporarily.  I should warn you of that.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=OPS" Thank you
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*XO*: On my way.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: the probe isn’t needed , have it on standby.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The CEO goes into a seizure.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO/FCO: CEO is having a seizure guys!!!!!!!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Aye aye, sir.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks onto the bridge as the TL doors open:: CNS: I =expect you to do just that.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks up::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: figures that her personnel can cover the deck and rushes =to TL :: TL: Bridge!  On the double!
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Apache receives a general hail, audio only, from =the Science Station at Brekate.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::looks to XO thankfully:: Hang on Max. Help is on the way. =Sit down over here. ::helps CTO to a seat::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::moves to Toros and tries to steady him::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::keeps the probe on stand by::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: reaches the Bridge ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CEO: Toros..
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=all: some help here!!
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::follows CO:: CO: Hopefully it won’t come to that =sir.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Self: YES! XO: Sir, their is a general hail coming from the =Science Station and colony on Brekate.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::Runs to help TO::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: continues to shake violently and holds his hands on his =head breathing becoming sporadic ::
=20
=OPS_Mikey says:
=XO: audio COM from  the Science station sir...
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Put it up
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sees the chaos on the bridge:: Counselor, get the =emergency med kit see what you can do for Lt. Asadourian.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees CEO having a seizure, and sees CTO with another nasty =looking bump on the head ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::sees the Doctor and the CO and returns to Flight Control::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: glad that the CNS is there :: CNS: Boy.. am I glad your =here!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: gives crewman1 a painkiller for his headache after ensuring no other neurological complications =are evident :: crewman1: This will help the headache. I just want you to =take it easy here for bit. ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::puts it on speakers::
=20
=Host Sonja says:
=::a small voice comes over the Apache's bridge audio =feeds:: COM: Anyone: .... help me ... I'm scared ... is there anyone out =there?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week #2 >>>>>>>>>>

